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A project for sorting of collections from the U. S.
Antarctic Research Program (USARP) was initiated in November 1963 by the Smithsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center (SOSC). A vast quantity of
natural history specimens has been taken by biologists and geologists visiting the Antarctic Continent
and the surrounding oceans. Many different intermixed groups, of plants and animals are often collected along with sediments. Thousands or even
millions of specimens may occur in a single plankton
or mid-water trawl sample, the studies of which are
basic to an understanding of the biology of the antarctic seas. It is the function of the SOSC project to
receive bulk collections and to carry out the intermediate processing of such collections in order that a
maximum number of specimen groups and associated
data may become available to scientists.
Technicians are hired for the sorting of antarctic
collections and are trained by the regular Smithsonian supervisory staff and experienced technicians. In addition to its regular responsibilities in
the collecting, preserving, storing, sorting, labelling,
recording, and shipping of marine specimens,
SOSC makes space available for governmental
and private scientists to separate their own antarctic collections with the assistance and support of
the Sorting Center staff, as required. Assistance by
SOSC is provided upon request in the preparation
of labels, improvement of collecting techniques,
preserving, packaging, and shipping procedures, or
in other ways to increase the volume and improve
the study condition of antarctic collections going
to scientists. In connection with these services, six
SOSC personnel have participated in three USNS
Eltanin cruises. A record of all specimens passing
through SOSC is retained after identifications have
been received from specialists. Such a record will
make it possible for scientists to reconstruct the
complete assemblages of organisms in the original
samples.
Over 3,000 biological samples have been taken
by USARP investigators during the first 21 cruises
of USNS Eltanin. Of this number, the Sorting Center has received material for sorting and distribution from 1,676 plankton, 591 Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl, and 506 benthic samples. New materials from Eltanin are received regularly. Cur226

rently, SOSC technicians sort the antarctic material
into about 85 groupings of animals. Depending
upon the needs and requests of specialists, as well
as the abilities of the staff and time requirements,
certain of these groupings are subdivided further
prior to shipment. In addition to the sorted groups
of organisms distributed to specialists for taxonomic
work, unsorted sub-samples of most plankton and
some mid-water trawl samples are shipped routinely to scientists for ecological and other studies.
A large block of partially sorted collections
taken from earlier Eltanin cruises has been received by SOSC. This material will require extensive further sorting before specimen distribution.
The principal effort is on sorting arid distribution to specialists of the current collections of
antarctic specimens as they are needed. About
1,650 biological samples of antarctic material remain. to be processed; however, SOSC has sorted
complctely approximately 725 samples and partially an additional 175 samples. About 5.5 million
specimens have been sorted, of which 4.0 million specimens and 2,100 unsorted lots have been
shipped to 64 specialists for identification and
study in the United States and five other countries.
In addition to processing Eltanin collections, staff
members of SOSC have sorted, packaged, and
shipped 29,675 specimens from Waldo L. Schmitt's
USARP collection taken aboard Staten Island. A
total of 26,465 specimens have been sorted and
made available for study from Operation Deep
Freeze material held by the U. S. National Museum.
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This service is designed to provide the antarctic
researcher and other interested parties with access to current antarctic literature published in any
country, in any language, and on any pertinent
subject. The geographic coverage includes the Antarctic Continent, the surrounding seas, and the
subantarctic islands.
Initiated in 1963, the bibliography is issued on
3- by 5-inch cards containing citations, abstracts,
and index terms. The cards are distributed free
of charge to individuals or organizations participating or interested in antarctic research, 'upon reANTARCTIC JOURNAL

